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MP10200S
Rollator - Bariatric 7.5” Wheel

USER MANUAL
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Parts of the product

Specification of the product

Product 

dimension 

Product dimension 

folded 

Handle height 

adjustment 

Weight 

Capacity 
Seat Height 

Seat 

Dimensions 

Backrest 

Height 

Wheel 

diameter 

680*738*1020mm 755*225*900mm 823-1020mm 500 LBS 550mm 550*380mm 828mm 7.5 inch 

Handgrip 
Brake 

Knob for height 

adjust 

Basket 

7.5” Front wheel with fork 

7.5” Rear 

wheel

Foam 

backrest 

PVC seat 
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Installation the product 

Assemble handles and height adjustment 

The rollator is delivered largely pre-assembled 

remove the lever from the frame, insert the 

handles into the tube on the frame position of 

the handles at the desired height. 

The handles are correctly adjusted when you are 

at the same height as your wrists, fix the height 

by inserting the lever and tighten it, and make 

sure that both handles are at the same height. 

Assemble the shopping basket 

Folding the seat forward, hang the hooks of the 

shopping basket in the frame, and Do not 

transport too heavy loads (Maximum weight for 

the basket is 5kg).  

Assemble the backrest 

The backrest should only be installed when the 

rollator is in a safe position and the brakes are 

activated for the backrest, proceed in reverse 

order.  
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Parking brakes 

To apply the parking brake, press the brake lever 

down. To release it, apply the brake as usual. 

Caution! Never apply the parking brake while in 

motion.  

To reduce walking speed, use the lever on the 

handle 

To do this, pull the handle upwards towards you 

with your fingers. 

Folding rollator 

To transport or store your rollator to save space, you can 

fold it up and fold the seat up. Take out the shopping 

basket and pull up the cross braces, the rollator will fold 

up.  

Unfold rollator 

Position your rollator in front of you and apply the 

brakes. 

The rollator unfolds by gently pressing the handles 

Press the cross brace down and fold the seat surface 

down.  


